An Entirely New Perspective

- Live Flare Tip Inspection
- Structural Integrity
- Corrosion Detection
- Correct Operation
- Flow Effect Monitoring
- Hardware Identification
Giga-Pixel Stitching Technology

Thousands of Pixels, One Incredible Image
- Ultra High Resolution
- Hundreds of images seamlessly stitched together
- Adds context to close-up detailed images
- Asset reviewed holistically revealing trends or patterns
- Multiple camera angles ensures 100% coverage
Remote Access Eliminates Human Liability

Personnel never leave the ground, remaining well outside operational danger zones.

Inspection of live, inaccessible assets without expensive shutdowns or scaffolding.

Two Perspectives, One Incredible Outcome

Aerial & ground based camera systems capture multiple different perspectives.

Extremely high detailed imagery captured during live operation delivers inspection insights otherwise unattainable.

Safe
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Efficient

Comprehensive Flare Inspections